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Andean Report

by Javier Almario

Liberals back mafia against Betancur
Victor Mosquera Chaux, and Bernar

Former Colombian President andfriend of the dope lobby Lopez
Michelsen engineered the latest stab in the President's back.

do Guerra Serna. With the new DNL,
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eral Party passed completely into the
hands of the drug mafia.
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take. In fact, the incident at the con
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"Down with Belisario!" While some

By threatening the Betancur gov
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behavior,
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the "official" Liberal Party, the Presi

criminal charges pending against him,
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dent is left with one of two stark
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retary's chair and proceeded to rip the

choices: either total dependence on the

of his bank account.
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posed in this publication as Colom
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tancur can strengthen his political re
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President addressed himself to a party

political party.

defender of coca producers in the de
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partment of Cauca where Mosquera

convention distinct from his own af

At the same time, Lopez's skilled

filiation." President Betancur is a

manipulation of the Liberal conven

member of the Conservative Party, and

tion succeeded in imposing his inti
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his message had been an appeal for

mate mafiosi friends in the party direc
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and company had orchestrated, and
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toral campaigns, Lopez can always
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threat to the President from the mafia
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handily in his back pocket.
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